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The Older Generation is Catching on, Catching Up
Targeting demographics – two words that explain how anyone selling anything 
operates in the modern world. 

Financial providers and advisors looking to please current clients and attract new 
business use communications and marketing schemes designed to reach certain 
demographics. While social media posts on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn,  
YouTube and other sites aim for younger audiences, hard copy newsletters and 
magazine articles and email correspondence aim for the older generation of 
investors. 

But advisors and providers need to realize that older investors, including those 
who were born at the onset of World War II, are using social media and mobile 
technology to read about current investment trends and keep updated on their 
current portfolio holdings. 

This knowledge should lead to an alteration of social media posts and operating 
procedures for dealing with older investors, including those who just might be 
looking for a new advisor should their own long-time advisor retire. 

“Smartphones and tablets are now being employed by almost everyone  
regardless of age, and older investors are using those devices to search social  
media sites they might never have searched before on their personal computer,’’ 
said Spectrem president George H. Walper Jr. “While advisors and providers need 
to maintain their communication forms for those investors who prefer the old 
way of doing things, they need to be cognizant that older investors are searching 
for information and advice the same way younger investors are.” 

Spectrem’s most recent study of social media and mobile technology behavior 
among investors shows the growth of modern technology use among older  
investors. Using Social Media and Mobile Technology in Financial Decisions  
illustrates the expansion of older investor habits to include smartphone and tablet 
use for investment research and social media website searches for the same  
purpose.  
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Some of the most telling statistics relate to social media use. In 2010, Spectrem 
found that 29 percent of Millionaire Baby Boomers (with a net worth between $1 
million and $5 million) used Facebook and 17 percent of World War II  
generation investors did so. In the 2016 study, 58 percent of Millionaire Baby 
Boomers were visiting the site and an amazing 52 percent of investors over the 
age of 71 were doing so.

The research shows that a growing number of investors of all ages are using social 
media sites to research information on investment products and services. 
Advisors are urged to maintain a presence on the sites and keep their information 
current and fresh, because you never know when an article or video will hit home 
with an advisor of any age searching for pertinent information on the subject 
presented. 
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Advertising on websites is a growing trend, and older investors are watching. The 
interest in watching advertising is highest on YouTube among both Baby 
Boomers and World War II generation investors, and is not much lower than 
interest among younger, more tech-savvy investors. 

Meanwhile, mobile technology usage among older investors is nearly equal to that 
of younger investors. More than half of all World War II generation investors have 
smartphones and tablets, and their use of those devices is nearly equal to their 
usage of personal computers or Macs.
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The difference between smartphone and tablet use comes in the access to  
information via apps, whose use is more prevalent via smartphone. While 14  
percent of all Millionaires prefer the app to visiting a website for financial  
information, that includes 9 percent of all investors over the age of 71. 
 
For advisors, that means that a significant portion of the oldest client base is  
looking for information relevant to their age group on apps. Are you updating 
retirement information on an app that those investors can access?

Top Takeaways For Advisors 

It has not yet reached the point where all hard copy advertising and information 
can be eliminated, because some investors still prefer to read printed materials. 
But advisors need to be aware that a growing percentage of older investors are 
up-to-date on modern technology and communication systems and enjoy using 
them for financial purposes. YouTube is of particular interest to older investors: 
do you have a video channel or make informational videos available via YouTube? 

Updating information with current older clients is advisable.  Perhaps some of 
them no longer read what you send to them in the mail, and would prefer texts to 
emails. In a similar vein, any conversation with a new client from an older  
generation should include questions about social media, smartphone and tablet 
use.  
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